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We show that the crossed product between a C*-algebra A and a locally 
compact abelian group G with a representation OL as automorphisms of A is a 
prime C*-algebra (any two nonzero ideals have a nonzero intersection) if and 
only if two conditions are satisfied: (a) A is G-prime (any two nonzero G- 
invariant ideals of A have a nonzero intersection); and (b) the Connes spectrum 
T(a) of a equals the whole dual group of G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. This paper is an attempt to extend the results in [6] and [l I] from 
compact to arbitrary locally compact abelian groups. In a longer perspective 
we are trying to do for C*-dynamical systems what Connes and Take&i 
have been doing for W*-dynamical systems in [3] and [4]. Thus the main 
result (Theorem 5.8) is the C*-analogue of [4, Corollary 3.41. To prove it we use 
Landstad’s characterization of C*-algebras that are crossed products (see [8]). 
Since Landstad’s result (dealing also with noncommutative groups) is more 
general than needed here, and since our proof requires detailed knowledge 
of his techniques, we have included Landstad’s result in a manner suited for 
our puposes. This is done in Section 2. Our own contributions start in Section 3 
where necessary and sufficient conditions on a crossed product are obtained 
in order for the original C*-algebra to be prime. The main result is just the 
dualized version of Theorem 3.4 and follows easily from it using Takai’s duality 
theorem for crossed products together with our results in Section 4 on the 
stability of the Connes spectrum under perturbations. The paper concludes 
with some results in Section 6 on simple crossed products. 
Lemma 3.2 was conjectured by Takai (cf. [7, 3.121). 
1.2. Our terminology is standard, but a few expressions may warrant 
explanation. We say that a P-algebra A is simple if it has no nontrivial closed 
ideals. We say that A is prime if any two nonzero closed ideals of A have a 
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nonzero intersection; or, equivalently, if xAy = 0 implies x = 0 or y = 0. 
Any primitive C*-algebra is prime and the converse is also true, at least for 
separable algebras. It seems that the correct C*-analogue of the von Neumann 
algebra concept of factor is prime (see [6] or [l 11). 
1.3. A closed ideal in a C*-algebra A is essential if it has a nonzero intersection 
with any nonzero ideal in A. Thus for prime C*-algebra all ideals are essential. 
Since we do not wish to assume that A has an identity we shall always consider A 
embedded in its multiplier algebra M(A) (which does have an identity). In a 
certain sense M(A) is the largest C*-algebra which contains A as an essential 
ideal. For further information on M(A) we refer the reader to [l]. 
1.4. Throughout the paper G will denote a locally compact abelian group 
and I’ its dual group. If A is a C*-algebra and a is a homomorphism of G into 
the group Aut(A) of *-automorphisms of A such that each function t --+ (w,(x), 
x E A is continuous, we say that the triple (A, G, a) :‘“J a C*-dynamical system. 
Reference [5] contains an excellent introduction to C*-dynamical systems. 
1.5. Let (A, G, a) b e a C*-dynamical system and assume that A C B(H) 
for some Hilbert space H. We denote by L2(G, H) the Hilbert space of (classes 
of) square integrable functions from G to H, and by K(G, A) the space of con- 
tinuous functions from G to A with compact supports. Define a faithful repre- 
sentation of K(G, A) onL2(G, H) by 
(yt)(s) = j" c,(y(t)> E(s - t) dt, y E WG, 4, f EL~(G, H). 
We identify K(G, A) with its image in B(L2(G, H)) and denote by G X, A the 
C*-algebra generated by K(G, A). It can be shown that G x, A does not 
depend on the representation of A on H, see [12, Propositions 2.1, 2.21. We say 
that G X, A is the crossed product of G with A, or the covariance algebra corre- 
sponding to (A, G, a). 
1.6. With (A, G, CX), A C B(H) as in 1.5 we define a unitary representation A 
of G on L2( G, H) and a faithful representation c of A also on L2( G, H) by 
@&(s) = 4(s - 4; G(x) E)(s) = d4 474 
for all t in G, x in A, and [ in Ls(G, H). The triple (L, h, L2(G, H)) is a covariant 
representation of (A, G, a) in the sense that 
b(X) L = ++>>, tEG, XEA. 
Moreover, if y E K(G, A) then both L(X) y and X, y belong to K(G, A), in fact 
WY)W = XY(4, (At Y)(S) = 4 Y(S - 4). 
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It follows that both h, and c(A) are contained in the multiplier algebra 
M(G x a A) of G x a A by [ 1, Proposition 2.41. 
2. CROSSED PRODUCTS AND G-PRODUCTS 
2.1. We say that a C*-algebra B is a G-product if 
(*) There is a homomorphism t + & of G into the unitary group of 
M(B) such that each function t -+ h, y, y E B is continuous from G to B; 
(**) There is a representation j3: r-+ Aut(B) such that (B, I’, fi) is a 
C*-dynamical system and 
2.2. Given a G-product B we say that an element x in M(B) satisfies 
Landstad’s conditions if 
(i) j$&) = x for all 0 in p, 
(ii) xh, E B and X,X E B for every f in L1(G); 
(iii) The map t -+ &&, is continuous on G. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and for each 
y in K(G, A) and u in r dejine (j3J y)j(t) = (t, u)y(t). Each /3u extends to 
an at&morphism of G X, A such that (G X, A, F, /?) becomes a C*-dynamical 
system. Moreover, G X, A is a G-product and each element in L(A) 
sati@es Landstad’s conditions. 
Proof. Define a unitary representation u of r on y!;G, H) by 
w3(s) = 6, 4 t+(s), u E r, f EL~(G’, H). (*I 
Then we have for each y in K(G, A) 
(U,YU-&(4 = (5 ~)(Yk75)(s> 
= ($7 4 j 4y(t))((u-o5)(s - 9) dt 
= s (t, 4 =,(r(t)) 5(s - t) dt = (Mr)SW 
It follows immediately from this that each j?O extends to an automorphism of 
G X, A and that we have a representation ,9: r --+ Aut(G X, A). Since each 
function u -+ &( y), y E K(G, A) is continuous and K(G, A) is dense in G x u A 
we conclude that G x, A, I’, j?) is a C*-dynamical system. 
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From (*) and 1.6 we see that 
PO(&) = (t, 4 4 5 M*(4) = 44 
for all t in G and x in A. We have thus verified that G X, A is a G-product and 
that the elements in L(A) satisfy the first and of course also the third of 
Landstad’s conditions. Finally, if x E A and f E K(G) we have for each 5 in 
WG, H) 
where g(t) = xf(t) so that g E K(G, A). Thus L(X) A, = g E G X, A for every 
f in K(G) and in the limit we obtain L(X) Af E G X, A for every f in L’(G), as 
desired. 
2.4. Let B be a G-product. We say that an element y in M(B), is jkztegrable 
if there is an element I(y) in M(B)+ , necessarily unique, such that 
for every v in M(B)*. If y is not positive we say that it is p-integrable if it can 
be written as a linear combination of positive p-integrable elements. 
If 0 < x < y and y is p-integrable then both functions 
are bounded and lower semicontinuous on the state space of M(B). Since y 
is integrable, the sum of the functions is continuous, and they are therefore both 
continuous. Since the elements in M(B) correspond bijectively to the continuous 
affine functions on the state space of M(B) we conclude that x is p-integrable. 
It follows that the B-integrable elements form a hereditary *-subalgebra in 
M(B). 
The map I is an example of an operator valued weight, i.e., it is positive, 
linear, and faithful; and it maps the p-integrable elements into the set of r-in- 
variant elements of M(B). 
2.5. LEMMA. Let B be a G-product. If x andy are elements in M(B) such that 
x*x and y*y are p-integrable then y*x is B-integrable and 
II I(Y*41a d II I(x*x)ll II I(Y*Y)ll. 
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Proof. Since 4y*x =&,,i”(x + i*y)*(x + iky) and (X + iky)*(x + iky) < 
2(x*x + y*y) we see that y*x is /3-integrable. Realizing M(B) as operators on 
some Hilbert spacz we have for any pair of vectors 4, r] that 
from which the lemma follows. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let B a G-product. Each element A& , where f e L’(G) n L*(G), 
is #l-integrable with 
4%) = Ilflli 1. 
Proof. The representation h: L1(G) ---f M(B) extends by continuity to a 
representation li: C,(F) --+ M(B) such that h(p) = h, . Then it extends further 
to a representation A: P(F) - M(B), continuous in the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of F. 
IffELl and UE rthen 
@, *f> = A,, = J‘ A,(& 4f(t) dt 
whence by continuity &6, * g) = /3&(g)) for every g in Cb(r) and u in r. 
Applying this to the case at hand, where f~ L1(G) n L2(G) we get 
whence 
2.7. LEMMA. Let B be a G-product and take f and g in L’(G) n La(G). For 
each x in B the element AFxA, is ,%integrable. Morewer, the function t + 1(X,*x&A,) 
is norm continuous. Finally, /I ATxh, - x 11 -+ 0 when f ranges wer an approximate 
unit for L1(G) contained in L1(G) n L2(G). 
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Proof. The first statement follows from 2.5 and 2.6. For the second we use 
2.5 to obtain 
(i I(hf*xh,X,) - I(A,*xX,X,)~~” 
G II wf*XX*&)Il II ws - &I* Gw4 - &))I1 
< II f II: II x 11’ Ii g - 6,-t *g Ii: - 0 
as s -+ t. Finally, iff 3 0 and sf dt = 1 then 
< j- II &x - x llf *(t> dt + j. /I xh, - x/If(s) ds. 
If x E B the functions t -+ htx and s --f xh, are norm continuous by (*) in 2.1, 
whence II X,*x& - x II+ 0 when f ranges over an approximate unit for U(G). 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let B be a G-product and take x in B of the form ATyh, , 
y E B, f EL’(G) n L2(G). Then I(x) sutisjes Lund&ad’s conditions (2.2) and x 
is the norm limit of elements of the form 
s +ht) &f,(t) dt, 
where (fi) CLl(G), {A> C-Wr), and {.dl . 2s un approximate unit for Ll(.F). 
Proof, With {fJ as described above we have 
$ I(xX-,) Atfi(t) dt = jj- Bc&)(t, dfi(t) dt da 
= 
I 
,t?o(x)3i(o) da -+ x. 
Now consider I(x). The first condition in 2.2 is evidently satisfied. To prove 
the second take g in D(G) and f or a given E > 0 choose by 2.7 a neighborhood 
E of 0 such that 
II Wt) - WI < EJ llg--6,*g/ll < fz 
for every t in E. Take f > 0 with support in E and J”f dt = 1 such thatf’e Ll(T). 
Then as we saw in the first part of the proof 
1 I(&,) &f(t) dt = j-&(43(4 du E B. 
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Moreover 
Since E is arbitrary, I(x) h, E B. For the third condition note that 
&l(x) A-, = q&At), 
which by 2.7 depends continuously on t in norm. 
2.9. THEOREM (Landstad [8]). A C*-algebra B is a G-product ;fand only ;f 
there is a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a$ such that B = G X, A. ThU system is 
unique, up to covariant isomorphism, and A consists of the elements in M(B) that 
satisfy Landstad’s conditions, whereas tit = Ad At 1 A, t E G. 
Proof. If B = G X, A then B is a G-product by 2.3. Conversely, assume 
that B is a G-product and denote by A the set of elements in M(B) that satisfy 
Landstad’s conditions. Evidently A is a C*-subalgebra of M(B) and with 
c+ = Ad A, I A, t E G we see from condition (iii) in 2.2 that (A, G, a) is a 
C*-dynamical system (because the two first conditions are G-invariant). 
Choose a faithful representation of M(B) on some Hilbert space Hand identify 
M(B) with a subalgebra of B(H). Since A C M(B) we may identify G X, A 
with a subalgebra of B(L2(G, H)) by 1.6. We define a faithful representation rr 
of M(B) on L2(r, H) by 
MY) 4(u) = L(Y) 17(4 Y E M(B), r) EL2(C w 
(This representation is.covariant for (B, r, ,3), but we do not need that.) 
Define an isometry u of L2(G, H) onto L2(r, H) by 
(U@(u) = j- &t(t)(t, dt, 6 EL~(G, H), 
(u*#) = h-t s du)(t, 4 da> rl E L2(C W, 
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where the integrals converge in the LQense. Take an element in K(G, A) 
of the form x @f (i.e., (x @f)(t) -= xf(t)) where XEA and f~ K(G), and 
compute 
= ss a-&f(s) &-,rl(u)(t - s,4 du ds 
= ! A-t(++)rl)(u)(t, u) do = (u*+$)#). 
It follows that 
u(x Of) u* = Tr(xh,), (“) 
and since x,4, E B (condition (ii)) and elements of the form x @f span a dense 
set in G x LI A we conclude that 
u(G x, A)u* C n(B). 
To prove the converse take a p-integrable element x in B of the form h,*y/\, , 
g ED(G) n P(G), andf in K(G). By 2.8 we have I(xL,) E A, whence by (*) 
u(l(x&,) 0 6t *f)u* = rr(l(xL,) A,,*,) 
= 7r(Z(xh-,) &A,). 
With (f i} as in 2.8 we define 
xi = 
1 
z(xx-,j htf&) dt E B 
and note that xi -+ x by 2.8. On the other hand, the function t -+ 1(x&) @ St *f 
is norm continuous from G into G X, A by 2.7 so that 
u*n(x&)u = j (Z(xL,) @ 8, *f) f+(t) dt E G x, A. 
In the limit we get u*P(x&) u E G X, A, and since p-integrable elements of 
the form x = Xzyh, are dense in B it follows that u*+?&) u C G x or A for 
every f in K(G). H owever, by 2.7, if f ranges over an approximate unit for 
Z?(G) then 11 xh, - x (I+ 0 for any x in B, so that finally u*r(B) u C G X a A. 
To prove uniqueness take a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) and let A, denote 
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the C*-subalgebra of elements in M(G x, A) that satisfy Landstad’s conditions. 
Then we have a C*-dynamical system (A, , G, ol) and by 2.3 there is a covariant 
injection I: A -+ A, . Since G X, A = G X, A, the desired conclusion 
L(A) = A, follows from the next lemma. 
2.10 LEMMA. Let (A, G, ol) be a C*-dynamical system and assume that B is 
a G-invariant C*-subalgebra of A. There is then a natural injection of G X, B 
intoGx,A;andifB#AthenG~,B#G~,A. 
Proof. The inclusion K(G, B) C K(G, A) extends for every realization of 
G x, A as operators on some Hilbert space L2(G, H) (where A C B(H)) to an 
inclusion 
G x,BCG x.ACB(L2(G,H)). 
If B # A there is a nonzero functional on A that annihilates B. Thus for a 
suitable faithful representation of A on a Hilbert space H there are unit vectors 
[,, , T,, in H such that (A$,, / Q,) = 0 f or all x in B but (x0& j T,,) = 1 for some 
x0 in A. Take f,g in L2(G) with 11 f II2 = I/g II2 = 1 and define t = f @ &, 
and 71 = g 3 Q in L2(G, H). If y E K(G, A) then 
(~5 I 4 = jj- @-,(YN) %o Ivo)f (t - s) z(t) ds dt. 
Thus ( yt 17) = 0 for every y in K(G, B), whence also for y in G x, B. 
However, choosing f and g positive with small supports and choosing y,, such that 
I/ (Y~ y,,(s) - x0 /I < E for all s and t in a neighborhood of 0 we obtain 
(Yldl77) fO* c onsequently G X, B # G X, A. 
3. CONNES SPECTRUM AND CROSSED PRODUCTS 
3.1. Given a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) we denote by e(A) the family 
of nonzero, G-invariant, hereditary C*-subalgebras of A. The Cannes Spectrum 
of (II is defined as 
W = n SP@ I Bh B E X=(A) 
(cf. [IO, p. 1761.) Th e analogue for W*-dynamical systems was defined earlier 
in [3, p. 1741. The term essential spectrum has been proposed for F(a), in analogy 
with essential spectrum of an operator (modulo compact perturbations); but 
in fact the definition of F(a) is much more analogous to the definition of the 
Weyl spectrum of an operator. 
The Connes spectrum has proved to be an essential tool in the classification 
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of factors (see [3]) and is beginning to show its significance in the classification 
of automorphisms of (simple) C*-algebras (see [IO, 111). 
3.2. LEMMA. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and consider the dual 
system (G x, A, I’, p) (cf. 2.6). A n e ement 1 t in G belongs to the Connes spectrum 
G(p) of/? if and only if1 IT at(I) is nonzero for every nonzero closed ideal I of A. 
Proof. If In c+(I) = (0) f or some nonzero closed ideal I of d choose (by 
spectral theory) nonzero positive elements x and y in I such that yx = y. There 
is then a compact neighborhood Q of 0 in G such that 11 or,(x) - x ~1 < 1 for 
every s in J2. Consequently 
whence 
%(Y) = %(Y)(l - (%@> - 4) f. b&> - 4 
= Lx,(y)2 f (as(x) - x)” EI; 
T&=0 
YAs,(Y) = I AMY)) C ~(~A40 = K9 (*I 
for every s in Q. 
Let B be the hereditary C*-subalgebra of G x oL A generated by y(G x oL A) y, 
and note that B EsP(G X, A) since y is a fixed point in M(G X, A). If now 
g E Ll(F) with supp. 6 C t - Q and b is a p-integrable element in B of the form 
b = y/\Ta&y, fgLl(G) n L2(G), a E G x, A, 
then 
= 
s 
yl(hf*ahlA-,) a,(y) h,&‘(s) ds = 0, 
since I(h~ahfh-J E A by 2.8 and yAor,( y) = (0) for all s in the support of d 
by (*). Thus ,8&b) = 0 f or a dense set of elements b in B; i.e., /3, j B = 0. 
Consequently t $ Sp(/3 1 B), whence t $ G(p). 
Conversely, if t $ G@) there is a neighborhood Q of t in G and a B in 
sP(G X, A), such that 8, j B = 0 whenever g E L’(r) and supp. t C 9. 
Choose a smaller neighborhood Q, and a neighborhood Sz, of 0, such that 
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that Q, + Qs - Q,, C Q. If fi , fi belong to U(G) and supp. fi C Q0 , then for 
each y in B and each g in L’(r) with supp. j C Sz, we we have 
,%(~~~~r,) = jjj k&A) &)flWf&) ds dy da 
ZYZ lY1 4Mr)) Us, 4 &4fi(y)f& + y> ds dr da 
= 
ss 4Ps,(YN ~s.mfds + y) ds dy = 0, 
because if Y E supp. fi and s + Y E supp. fi then 
supp. (sg)^  = supp. &+ - s c Qr - Q, + Q, c Q. 
Let L be the r-invariant closed left ideal of G X, A, such that B = L* n L. 
Choose a function f in L1(G) n Lz(G) with 11 f/jr # 0 and supp. f C Q, , and let 
L, denote the norm closure of the linear subspace spanned by 
ULX,,, UElT 
Evidently L, is a r-invariant, closed, left ideal in G X, A; so that if 
B, = L$ n L, , then B, E &‘o(G X, A). A dense set of elements in B,, have 
the form 
for some finite sets { yi} and ( yi} in L and (a,}, {uj} in r. For each such element 
we have p,(y) = 0, whenever supp. J C Q, , by the computations above, so 
that t $ Sp(j3 1 B,). 
Fix a nonzero, positive, integrable element y0 in B, (which is possible, since 
B, contains a dense set of integrable elements, of the form ATy&, y E B; 
cf. 2.7), and put x0 = I( ys). Th en x0 E A+\(O) by 2.8; and if ( gi> is an increasing 
net of positive functions in K(r), converging pointwise to 1, we have an 
increasing net {xt> in B, , where xi = #I,,( ya), and xi 7 x,, , strongly onLa(G, H). 
Let A,, denote the strong closure of B, on L2(G, H). Then we have a W*-dyna- 
mical system (A,, , r, p 1 ~?a), taking pc = Ad U, as in (*) in the proof of 2.3. 
For each open set Q in r the spectral subspace RB(sZ) in J%,, is the u-weak closure 
of the spectral Rs(S;)) in B, . Consequently the two systems have the same 
spectra, i.e., Sp(j3 1 B,) = Sp@ 1 JZ~) (cf. [lo, 6.1. Lemma]). In particular, 
t 6 SPGg I ALl). 
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For any x in A, the element x$&x, belongs to A’,, , being the strong limit of 
the net {xi&x,} in B, . However, for each o in r we have 
/%(%‘&x,) zzz (4 0) ~04XlJ 
by (**) in 2.1 and (i) in 2.2. Since t 6 Sp(flI A!,,) we must have x,x&, = 0, i.e., 
X+&)) = (x&&x,) A-, = 0. 
Since this holds for any x in A we have found a nonzero closed ideal I in A, 
viz., the ideal generated by x,, , such that I n ~~(1) = (O}. 
3.3. Let (A, G, a) b e a C*-dynamical system. We say that A is G-simple 
if it has no nontrivial G-invariant closed ideals. We say that A is G-prime if 
any two nonzero G-invariant closed ideals of A have a nonzero intersection. 
Equivalently, A is G-prime if each nonzero G-invariant closed ideal of A is 
essential; or if CQ(X) Au,~( y) = 0 f orallsandtinGimpliesx =Oory =O. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let (A, G, a) b e a C*-dynamical system and consider the 
dual system (G X, A, I’, j?). The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is prime; 
(ii) (a) A is G-prime and(b) G(p) = G. 
Proof. (i) => (iia) is obvious and (i) 5 (iib) follows immediately from 3.2. 
(ii) 2 (i). If A is not prime there are orthogonal nonzero closed ideals I 
and J in A. Take t in G and assume that at(Z) n J # {O}. Then by (iib) we have 
a contradiction. Consequently at(I) n J = (0) for every t in G. Let Io be the 
closed ideal generated by u c+(I). Then IG n J = {0}, but IG is G-invariant 
in contradiction with (iia). Thus A is prime, as desired. 
4. CONNES SPECTRA IN PERTURBED SYSTEMS 
4.1. LEMMA. Let (A, G, a) and (A, G, cl) be C*-dynamical systems. Necessary 
and sujicient for the existence of a C*-dynamical system (A @ Ma , G, y) such 
that 
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is that there is a function t + ut from G into the unitary group of M(A) such that 
t -+ ulx is continuous for each x in A; and satisfying the conditions: 
(9 u,+t = wdut) (cocycle equation), 
(ii) ai = (Ad z& (exterior equivalence). 
Proof. If (A @ Ma , G, y) exists we extend y to M(A) @ M, (= M(A @ M,)) 
and put 
Yt (; 8, = (Et f! = m- 
Since yt is an automorphism and at(l) = a;(l) = 1 we know that m*m = (i i) 
and mm* = (: i). It follows by computation that a = b = c = 0 and that ut 
is unitary in M(A). Moreover, 
whence u,+~ = u,a,(ut). Finally, 
whence a@) = utat(x) UT, as desired. 
Conversely, if conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied define 
Elementary computations show that yt is an automorphism (by (ii)); that t + yt 
is a representation (by (i)); and that each function t -+ r,(m), m E A @M, , 
is continuous (since each function t + U~X, x E A, is continuous). Thus 
(A @ M, , G, r) is a C*-dynamical system. 
4.2. Following Connes [3, 2.2.31 we say that two C*-dynamical systems 
(A, G a) and (A, G ‘1 ti are exterior equivalent if they satisfy the conditions in 
Lemma 4.1. That this is indeed an equivalence relation follows by straight- 
forward computations with cocycle equations. 
4.3. LEMMA. (cf. [3, 2.2.51). Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and 
suppose that p and q are G-invariant, equivalent projections in M(A). Then 
p(a I PAP) = r(a I qAq). 
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Proof. By hypothesis there is a partial isometry v in M(A) such that v*v = p, 
VU* = q. Suppose that u E p(a ] $A@) and take B in .%“(qAq) (cf. 3.1) and 
a neighborhood D of u. We must show that @(a) n B # 0. 
Choose neighborhoods Sz, and 52, of 0 and (T, respectively, such that 
Q,, + Q, C Q. Then find a covering of r with open sets ai, i E I, such that 
Qi - Qi C Q0 for every i. If b is a nonzero element of B then bv # 0, whence 
or,(h) # 0 for some f in L1(G) with supp. fC Qi , for some i. Put x = ar(bo) 
and let C be the hereditary C*-subalgebra of A generated by the orbit 
(at(x*x) 1 t E G}. Then C E X”( pAp) and consequently there is a nonzero 
y in C n R~(Ql) ( since cr E r(a 1 p/Q)). We have 
.z = at(x) Y%(X”) # 0 
for some s and t in G, by construction of C. But z E B because bAb* C B and B 
is G-invariant. Finally, by [9, Lemma 3.2.11 
x E Rq-2i) RqJ21) IqQi)* c IP(Qi + Ql - SZJ c I+ysz), 
as desired. Thus R”(Q) n B # 0, and since Q and B were arbitrary it follows 
that u E r(~lj qAq), whence r(a 1 pAp) C r(a 1 qAq). By symmetry we have 
equality. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. If (A, G, a) and (A, G, a’) are F-dynamical systems 
which are exterior equivalent then r(a) = r(a’). 
Proof. Consider the system (A @ M, , G, y) obtained from 4.1 and put 
p = (i z), q = (i t). Then p and q are G-invariant equivalent projections in 
,4 @ M, whence by 4.3 
G4 = Q I I@ 0 W P) = Q I q(A 0 WJ 4 = VI. 
5. PRIME CROSSED PRODUCTS 
5.1. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and define the dual system 
(G x, A, r, /?) as in 2.6. By iteration we then define the dual system of 
(G x, A, r,P) and d enote it by (r x0 G X, A, G, a). Fundamental for our 
purposes is the following result by Takai [12, Theorem 3.41. 
5.2. THEOREM. The C*-dynamicalsystem (r x4 G x, A, G, Z) is covariantly 
isomorphic to the system (A @ C(L2(G)), G, a. @Ad h) where h denotes the 
(inverse) regular representation of G on L2(G). 
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5.3. PROPOSITION. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system. The Cannes 
spectra I and r(Z) for the systems (A, G, a) and (r xB G X, A, G, &) are 
identical. 
Proof. We claim that the two systems 
(A 0 W2W, G, 01 0 ~1, (A @ C(L2(G)), G, LY @ Ad h) 
are exterior equivalent. To see this define ut = 1 @ Xt and verify conditions 
(i) and (ii) in 4.1. (Note that in this case the two representations 01 and cr’ com- 
mute, so that {Ut 1.t E G} becomes a unitary group.) Thus r(, @ L) = 
r(a @ Ad h) by 4.4. From 5.2 we know that r(ol @ Ad h) = r(a) and evidently 
J-% 0 L) = r( 01 > ( since A can be covariantly embedded as a hereditary C*-sub- 
algebra of A @ C(L2(G)). Combining these equations we obtain r(ol) = r(a), 
as desired. 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let (A, G, a) b e a F-dynamical system. An element a in 
r belongs to the Cannes spectrum r(a) of 01 if and only if I n j&(I) is nonzero for 
every nonzero closed ideal I of G X, A. 
Proof. Combine 5.3 and 3.2. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and let Z denote 
the center of M(G X, A). I f  u E r(a) then j$, 1 2 is trivial. 
Proof. We have Z = C(Q) f or some compact Hausdorff space 52 and by 
transposition we define a homeomorphism 6 of Q such that 
B&)(t) = &w)~ tESZ, ZEZ. 
If p0 j 2 is nontrivial then 6 is nontrivial, whence 6(Q,,) n 8, = ,B for some 
nonempty open subset Q, of Q. Choose a nonzero z, in Z with support in Q, 
and note that /3,(z,) z, = 0. The closure of z,,(G X, A) is a nonzero ideal I 
in G X, A and clearly I n ,&(1) = (0) whence 0 $ r(ol) by 5.4. 
5.6. Remark. If the primitive ideal spectrum of G X, A is Hausdorff 
it follows from the Dauns-Hofmann theorem that the condition in 5.5 is also 
sufficient to ensure that u E r(a). Contrary to the situation for IV*-dynamical 
systems (see [4, Theorem 3.21) this is not true in general for C*-dynamical 
systems: 
Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and let A be the C*-algebra 
obtained by adjoining a unit to C(H) @ C(H). Take G = (0, I} and define 
a: G ---f Aut(A) by 
c& + A, y  + A) = (Y + A x + A), x, Y E C(H)> AGC. 
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The center of A is the scalars so the action of LI! is trivial. But if I denotes the 
ideal {(x, 0) 1 x E C(H)} th en cQ) n I = (0). Put B = G X, A and let ,!3 denote 
the dual action of I’ (=G) on B. From 3.2 we see that 1 $ G(p), but from 5.2 
it follows that Z is trivial on the center of M(r x B B) (= A @ M,). 
5.7. LEMMA. Let (A, G, a) b e a F-dynamical system and (G X, A, r, /3) 
its dual system. Then A is G-prime if and only if G X, A is r-prime. 
Proof. If Jr and Ja are orthogonal nonzero r-invariant closed ideals in 
G X, A take nonzero positive elements yr and ya in Jr and Ja , respectively, 
and choose f in L’(G) n La(G) with 11 f Ill # 0. Then h~yih~ is a p-integrable 
element in Ji , i = 1,2, and since the ideals are r-invariant we have 
IScG,*y,b) WG xa 4 B+(~;raM = (01 
for all u, T in r. Withq = I(h,*yJ,) we conclude that x,M(G x ~ A) x2 = {0}, 
in particular 
Since xi E A by 2.8 (and 2.9) and xi # 0 we have found orthogonal nonzero 
G-invariant closed ideals in A, viz., the ideals generated by the orbits ~yc(xi) 
and 01o(xa). 
Conversely, if 1; and 1a are orthogonal G-invariant ideals in A then 
I1 @ C(La(G)) and I, @ C(LB(G)) are orthogonal G-invariant ideals in 
A @ C(Lt(G)). But then 5.2 in conjunction with the first part of the proof 
show the existence of orthogonal r-invariant ideals in G X, A. 
5.8. THEOREM. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G x oL A is prime; 
(ii) (a) A is G-prime and (b) r(a) = r. 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.4 on the dual system (G x, A, r, B) we see that 
G x, A is prime if and only if it is r-prime and r(c) = r. By 5.7 and 5.3 this 
happens if and only if A is G-prime and F(Q) = r. 
6. SIMPLE CROSSED PRODUCTS 
6.1. LEMMA. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and (G x, A, r, j3) 
its dual system. Then A is G-simple if and only if G x L1 A is r-simple. 
Proof. If J is a nontrivial r-invariant closed ideal in G X, A choose a state 
v of G X, A that annihilates J. Consider the unique extension of ‘p to a state of 
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M(G X, -4) and identify A with the set of elements in M(G X, A) that satisfy 
Landstad’s conditions. Let N denote the set of elements in A of the form 
I(y), where y is a p-integrable element in J (see 2.4). Evidently N is a *-invariant 
subspace of A. 
Since A contains an approximate unit for G X, A we do not have v(A) = 0. 
However, if x E N then 
since J is r-invariant. It follows that N is not dense in A. On the other hand, 
N # {0}, because it contains every element of the form I(hFyh,), where y E J 
andfELl nL2(G) by 2.8. 
If x E N, say x = I(y) with y in J, then 
at(x) = &l(y) Lt = I(Atyh-,) E N, 
since J is an ideal in M(G X, A). Furthermore, if a and b are elements in A 
then 
axb = aI( y) b = I(uyb) E N, 
since a and b satisfy condition (i) in 2.2. Combining our results we have shown 
that the closure of N is a nontrivial G-invariant closed ideal in A. 
The converse follows from 5.2 as in the proof of 5.7. 
6.2. PROPOSITJON. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and consider 
the dual system (G X, A, r, /3). If A is simple then 
(a) G x oL A is r-simple and (b) G(P) = G. 
Proof. (a) follows from 6.1 and (b) from 3.4. 
6.3. PROPOSITION. Let (A, G, a) be a F-dynamical system. If G X, A is 
simple then 
(a) A is G-simple and (b) r(cu) = IY 
Proof. (a) follows from 6.1 and (b) from 5.8. 
6.4. LEMMA. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system where G is compact. 
If A is prime and G-simple then it is simple. 
Proof. Assume, to obtain a contradiction, that I is a nontrivial ideal in A. 
Choose nonzero positive elements x and y in I such that yx = y. There is then 
a neighborhood Q of 0 in G such that I/ or,(x) - x 11 < 1 for every s in 52. As in 
the proof of 3.2 this implies that OL~( y) E I for every s in Q. Since G is compact 
it has a finite covering by sets of the form Sz - t, , t, E G, 1 < k < n. As A 
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is prime there is for any two nonzero elements yi , y2 in A some element a in A 
with yiuy, f 0. Using this on the elements CQ,( y), 1 < K < n, we find 
a1 I a2 ,..., a,-, in A such that 
Yo = at,(r) W,,(Y) 4 ..* at,-,(Y> %-l%,(Y) f 0. 
If now t E G then t -6 t, E 52 for some K, whence ol,(y,) E I since it containsa 
factor at+t,( y). Consequently the ideal I, generated by the orbit CL~( yo) is 
nontrivial (since y. E 1, C I) and G-invariant, in contradiction with A being 
G-simple. 
6.5. THEOREM. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and assume that G 
is discrete. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G X, A is simple; 
(ii) (a) A is G-simple and(b) F(or) = r. 
Proof. (i) => (ii) follows from 6.3. 
(ii) z= (i). By 5.8 we know that G X, A is prime and by 6.1 it is r-simple. 
Since G is discrete r is compact, whence G X, A is simple by 6.4. 
6.6. Remark. The assumption in 6.5 that G is discrete is necessary. To see 
this consider the C*-dynamical system (9, T, 01), where 9 is the Fermion 
algebra (also known as the CAR-algebra), T is the circle group and ol is the imple- 
mentation of T as gauge transformations of F. It is known that 9 is simple and 
that the Connes spectrum of a? equals Z, so that the conditions (iia) and (iib) 
in 6.5 are satisfied. Nevertheless the crossed product T X, F is not simple as 
shown in [2]. 
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